As Communication Service Providers (CSPs) adopt the Network Function Virtualization (NFV) paradigm they need to transition their network function capacity to a virtualized infrastructure with different Network Functions (NFs) running on a set of heterogeneous servers. This paper describes a novel technique for allocating server resources (compute, storage and network) for a given set of Virtual Network Function (VNF) requirements. Our approach helps the telecommunication providers decide the most effective way to run several VNFs on servers with different performance characteristics. Our analysis of prior VNF performance characterization on heterogeneous/different server resource allocations shows that the ability to arbitrarily create many VNFs among different servers' resource allocations leads to a comparative advantage among servers. We propose a VNF resource allocation method called COMPARE that maximizes the total throughput of the system by formulating this resource allocation problem as a comparative advantage problem among heterogeneous servers. There are several applications for using the VNF resource allocation from COMPARE including transitioning current Telco deployments to NFV based solutions and providing initial VNF placement for Service Function Chain (SFC) provisioning. We use analytic proof and illustrative examples to demonstrate optimality of COMPARE algorithm.
Abstract-As Communication Service Providers (CSPs) adopt the Network Function Virtualization (NFV) paradigm they need to transition their network function capacity to a virtualized infrastructure with different Network Functions (NFs) running on a set of heterogeneous servers. This paper describes a novel technique for allocating server resources (compute, storage and network) for a given set of Virtual Network Function (VNF) requirements. Our approach helps the telecommunication providers decide the most effective way to run several VNFs on servers with different performance characteristics. Our analysis of prior VNF performance characterization on heterogeneous/different server resource allocations shows that the ability to arbitrarily create many VNFs among different servers' resource allocations leads to a comparative advantage among servers. We propose a VNF resource allocation method called COMPARE that maximizes the total throughput of the system by formulating this resource allocation problem as a comparative advantage problem among heterogeneous servers. There are several applications for using the VNF resource allocation from COMPARE including transitioning current Telco deployments to NFV based solutions and providing initial VNF placement for Service Function Chain (SFC) provisioning. We use analytic proof and illustrative examples to demonstrate optimality of COMPARE algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
As Communication Service Providers (CSPs) adopt the Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [1] paradigm, they need to transition their network function capacity to a virtualized infrastructure with different Network Functions running on a set of heterogeneous servers. Given a set of Virtual Network Function (VNF) requirements (capacity and resource), one of the important problems being faced by the telecommunication providers is to decide the most effective way to run several VNFs on servers with different performance characteristics. Efficient resource allocation of infrastructure resources to meet VNF capacity requirements is of utmost importance if operators are to extract the promised NFV benefits in terms of capital and operational expenses.
Before discussing the problem of VNF resource allocation on a set of heterogeneous servers, we want to highlight that prior studies of VNF performance characterization on heterogeneous/different server resource allocations show that different servers exhibit varying capacity (maximum throughput) for different Virtual Network Functions [2] . For instance, Figure 1 shows the packet processing capacity of three heterogeneous server configurations when running two intrusion detection system (IDS) VNFs, namely, Snort and Suricata. We used the NFV-VITAL [2] tool framework to capture VNF capacity on three different server configurations. In order to emulate heterogeneous servers we artificially adjusted the CPU frequency to three different values. This was done using cpufreqset tool that is available as part of cpufrequtils package [12] . Figure 1 shows that there is not only large variability in terms of VNF capacity on different server configurations but also some server configurations have absolute advantage in terms of VNF performance 1 . Our experiments indicate that such behavior is due to the difference in how different VNFs use various resources for performing the network function. This depends on both the kind of network function as well as its implementation. In this particular case both Snort and Suricata are IDS VNFs but are implemented differently.
Such performance and capacity variations of VNF deployment within heterogeneous resources can be expressed in terms of a absolute advantage, where a first resource (server) configuration has higher capacity for a particular VNF than the second resource (server) configuration for the same VNF. We point out that most prior resource allocation approaches leverage this absolute advantage in allocating computational resources to different VNFs. In general, VNF resource allocation problem has been modeled as an optimization problem. For instance, the VNF orchestration problem is 1 Please note that these performance numbers are merely illustrative. The VNF capacity of faster and more efficient servers will be larger. Also our results will hold true irrespective of the absolute performance numbers. considered in [3] that attempts to incorporate multiple optimization objectives such as VNF deployment costs, operating costs, penalties for service level agreement violations, and resource fragmentation costs. There are several other proposals for VNF placement and resource allocation problems that rely on similar optimization problem formulations. However, given the high computation complexity of such problems, these proposals have to invariably rely on heuristics based approaches for VNF resource allocation. Depending on the required optimization objectives and constraints our approach can be used in conjunction with such methods to reduce search space or for providing initial solutions.
In this paper we propose a novel approach for VNF resource allocation that exploits instead the economic principle of comparative advantage [5] . We describe the basics of comparative advantage in next section. As we show later in the paper, leveraging comparative advantage not only maximizes the total throughput of the system among heterogeneous servers, but also achieves near optimal allocation of server resources to different VNFs to meet the specified requirements. Equally important, this is achieved without having to run a full optimization algorithm with the added value of conceptual transparency.
Before describing our VNF resource allocation system, we discuss the basics of Comparative Advantage, which originated in the field of Economics in Section II. We then present the architecture of our COMPARE system in Section III, followed by the description of our VNF resource allocation mechanism and analytical proof of its optimality in Section IV. Section V illustrates our methodology for resource allocation with a simple example of two VNFs and two server configurations. We then discuss the operation of the COMPARE system in Section VI. Concluding remarks and future work are presented in Section VII.
II. COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE
In this section we discuss the basics of the comparative advantage principle in terms of VNF performance with heterogeneous server/resource allocations. Consider the case of having two virtual network functions, which we call V N F 1 and V N F 2 , and two server configurations, machine 1 and machine 2 where these VNFs can be implemented and deployed. We say that machine 1 has an absolute advantage over machine 2 in one VNF if the capacity (or maximum throughput, e.g. the number of packets processed per unit time) of machine 1 , is higher than the capacity of running that same VNF in machine 2 . For instance, ServerConfig2 in Figure 1 has absolute advantage over ServerConfig1 for both VNFs (Snort and Suricata).
A more careful capacity analysis of such a resource allocation process, shows however that in many cases machine 2 should only run the VNF in which it has a comparative advantage to machine 1 . We say that machine 2 has a comparative advantage over machine 1 in executing a given VNF if the relative throughput of machine 2 while running that VNF over the other is higher than the relative throughput from running it in machine 1 .
This result can at times seem paradoxical, for it leads to situations whereby although machine 2 can run V N F 1 twice more effectively than V N F 2 (absolute advantage), it should only run V N F 2 in order to maximize the total system throughput.
In what follows we consider the problem of resource allocation when running multiple VNFs on a set of heterogeneous servers taking into account their varying processing capacity in terms of various VNFs. Given a set of Virtual Network Function (VNF) requirements (capacity and resource), we solve the problem of deciding the most effective way to run several VNFs on servers with different performance characteristics. Our system, called Compare(COMParative Advantage REsource allocation), determines the optimal allocation of computing resources to several VNFs by characterizing their comparative advantage.
III. COMPARE: SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Fig. 2. COMPARE System Diagram
Our method for deploying multiple VNFs on a set of heterogeneous servers takes into account their varying processing capacity in terms of the VNF requirements that one wishes to deploy. Our system, called Compare(COMParative Advantage REsource allocation), determines the optimal allocation of computing resources to the given set of VNFs by characterizing their comparative advantage. Figure 2 shows the COM-PARE architecture, which consists of two main components. The first component is the COMPARE allocation engine, that solves the resource allocation optimization problem in terms of comparative advantage after plugging-in the appropriate VNF performance data for feasible allocation options based on available NFV Infrastructure. Besides taking the Server Set and VNF Capacity requirements as input, the operator can also provide various VNF and Infrastructure feasibility constraints such as preferred virtual slicing sizes, infrastructure load considerations etc. Similarly, required VNF capacity and policy requirements such as affinity can also be taken into consideration.
The second component is the VNF Performance Knowledge-base that acts as a repository of the performance characterization data for different VNFs with different resource allocations (cpu, memory, virtualization configuration etc.). Figure 3 shows a representative knowledge-base with n VNFs and m server configurations. In this figure B ij is the maximum capacity for V N F i that a given configuration CON F IG j can support. Creating and populating such VNF performance knowledge-base is not unique to COMPARE but is essential for every other VNF resource allocation mechanism. For example, NFV Elastic resource flexing work in IRTF [19] requires that the key performance indicators (KPIs) of VNF are available and that operators may wish to run standard tests to gather these KPIs. Hence there are several ongoing efforts across the industry and standardization forums in this direction. ETSI, the primary NFV standardization forum is engaged in several performance characterization efforts. In particular the Forum's general specification Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV): NFV Performance & Portability Best Practises [14] includes results from white-box performance testing of vBRAS and vCPE VNFs. Even individual VNF vendors are doing their own performance benchmarking as well such as SandVine Policy Traffic Switch [15] and Vyatta vRouter [16] . IETF also has ongoing work on VNF performance benchmarking [18] . Infrastructure providers such as HPE's OpenNFV Solution Portal [17] are integrating NFV-VITAL [2] like frameworks for gathering performance characterization of partner VNFs. The VNF Performance Knowledge-base can not only be populated with the VNF capacity numbers for complete allocation of each available server but also the VNF capacity numbers for various permitted partial allocations of each server to the VNFs. This allows VNF Knowledge-base to capture various virtual slicing overheads. VNF characterization frameworks like NFV-VITAL [2] can be used for this purpose. Though extensive performance characterization can be expensive, the incurred costs should be manageable given the limited configurations operators wish to support and also the ability to perform the benchmarking in an offline manner. Approaches like modelling based on limited characterization can also be leveraged for reducing the overhead associated with creation of performance knowledgebase. It must be noted that COMPARE does not impose any additional requirements on performance characterization compared to other VNF resource allocation approaches [4] , [3] , [20] , [21] . Also note that no resource allocation scheme can be shielded from inaccuracies in performance data/model and it is expected to have similar impact on any resource allocation scheme. In fact, one can claim that without performance characterization no resource allocation mechanism can be guaranteed to perform better than random allocation of resources.
IV. ALLOCATING RESOURCES TO VNFS
A. The model
Consider a set of VNFs running on different machines, which may be either virtual machines, actual cores of CPU or any other form of feasible resource allocation that is allowed and/or preferred by the operator. Each of these machines can be used to run the VNFs in their entirety, or virtually sliced to run several VNFs at any given time.
Let u be an n × m nonnegative matrix whose entry u ij represents the fraction of machine i that is allocated to a given V N F j . For example, the machine might perform n many (different) VNFs. This fraction u ij can be either in absolute value or a relative one. Let U be the feasible allocation set. This feasible allocation set is determined based on the server characteristics, available virtualization configurations and VNF implementations. It must be noted that the feasible allocations are made available to the system based on operator's choice and considerations. If resource allocation mechanism allocates a portion u ij of its i'th resources (e.g. processing power) to execute one V N F j , the feasible allocation set is then represented as:
Let x be a non-negative m-vector whose i'th component x i measures the number of packets that are processed in a given time. Note that while packets processed per unit time is one of the metrics to measure VNF performance, our approach can work with other performance/throughput metrics as well.
.
Thus b ij measures the effectiveness of machine i at running V N F j , which is again measured in terms of the number of packets processed per unit time. The capacity information shown in Figure 3 is same as b ij and can be queried by the algorithm appropriately. As must be clear from Equation 2 that in this Section we assume the overhead associated with virtual slicing of server resources to be zero. While this allows us to provide a clean proof for optimality of comparative advantage based allocation, we later demonstrate that nonzero virtualization overhead does not invalidate the optimality of our solution. This is particularly important for supporting multi-tenancy and performance interference between different VNFs on an underlying shared virtualized infrastructure.
B. Capturing system utility as optimization metric
What our approach does is to attempt to optimize the system's utility. In this paper we use VNF packet processing throughput as the utility function to be optimized. However, the utility function can also be defined in different ways depending on operators preferences. For instance, the operator's utility function can be expressed as the gain obtained by the revenue generated by running a given set of VNFs minus its infrastructure costs:
In situations where the cost is a constant one can write V = g(x), where g is a pay-off function which is strictly increasing in x.
We also make a technical assumption that g satisfies the Inada conditions:
Thus the our approach seeks to solve the following optimization problem:
Similarly COMPARE allows operators to incorporate other general utility functions. These utility functions can be constructed to include metrics such as end-to-end latency, energy efficiency etc.
C. Leveraging comparative advantage
In this section we describe how to derive the resource allocation for a given set of VNFs and infrastructure resources. We begin with using comparative advantage for the simple case of allocating two VNFs to two machines. 1) Two machines and two VNFs: Let us start with the simplest case: there are only two machines available and two VNFs (m = n = 2). The objective is to maximize the overall system utility which is a function of the total number of packets processed in a given time as described earlier, or equivalently
We say that machine 1 has comparative advantage for
Clearly, under this definition machine 2 has a comparative advantage over machine 1 for running V N F 2 . This result can seem to be counter-intuitive in some cases. For example, consider the case where b 11 = 5, b 12 = b 21 = 2, and b 22 = 1. Although machine 2 can perform V N F 1 two times more efficiently than V N F 2 , it should only perform V N F 2 .
From Eq. (7) we can show that in optimal allocation either u 12 = 0 or u 21 = 0. Suppose otherwise that both u 12 > 0 and u 21 > 0. Consider the following small change in u:
When the change is small we can keep u 12 > 0 and u 21 > 0. The value of g will not be affected since x 1 and x 2 remain unchanged. It is easy to check that while the first constraint in Eq. (6) is binding after the change, the second constraint cannot be satisfied, i.e.:
Thus one can increase both x 1 and x 2 without violating the constraints, but doing so will cause an increase in g and contradict optimality. Therefore, it cannot be that both u 12 > 0 and u 21 > 0; one of them has to be zero.
When u 12 = 0 machine 1 performs only V N F 1 , so u 11 > 0. It follows from the Inada condition that V N F 2 has to be performed by machine 2 , because the profit margin at x 2 = 0 is infinity. Thus u 22 > 0. When u 21 = 0 a similar argument leads to the same conclusion, i.e. u 11 > 0 and u 22 > 0. This means that if a machine has comparative advantage in performing a given VNF then it should always run that VNF (it may or may not run the other VNF). This depends on the capacity requirements of the operator for each VNF.
Due to space restrictions, we list without proof the optimal solution for three possible cases, neglecting degeneracy. The proof for optimality of solution is similar to other applications of comparative advantage principle [22] , [5] .
Again, our result says that if machine 1 has absolute advantage over machine 2 in both VNF functions, then machine 2 should only perform the function in which it has comparative advantage. For example, consider the case where b 11 = 5, b 12 = b 21 = 2, and b 22 = 1. Although machine 2 can execute V N F 1 two times more effectively than V N F 2 , it should only execute V N F 2 .
It can be noted from above equation that this is similar to Case 1.
In other words, both machines 1,2 should specialize (i.e. only execute a particular VNF) if and only if each machine has absolute advantage in executing one particular VNF.
2) The comparative advantage generalization: The result of Section IV-C1 can be generalized to the case of more than two machines and more than two VNF functions. Assume that
for machines i 1 , i 2 and VNFs j 1 , j 2 . In this case, it follows that one of u i1j2 and u i2j1 must be zero.
3) Two machines and m VNFs: Using the above generalization we can now consider the case of allocating m VNFs on two machines. Without loss of generality we can order the machines by opportunity cost i.e. comparative advantage, so that machine 1 has comparative advantage in performing functions with smaller labels:
By the comparative advantage generalization, for any 1 ≤ j < k ≤ m it must be that either u 2j = 0 or u 1k = 0. Therefore there must exist some J such that u 1j > 0, u 2j = 0 for 1 ≤ j < J; u 1j = 0, u 2j > 0 for J < j ≤ m.
In words, machine 1 should execute functions (VNFs) 1, . . . , J − 1 and possibly J, and machine 2 should perform functions J + 1, . . . , m and possibly J. Once again, it must be noted that allocation thresholds are determined by operator's specification of required capacity for each VNF. Hence the computational complexity of our algorithm is governed by the time taken to compute comparative advantage and ordering the machines based on the computed comparative advantage values. 4) n machines and two VNF functions: Once again we label the machines in decreasing order of their comparative advantage:
Like before, the solution has a simple form
In words, machines 1, . . . , I − 1 should execute V N F 1 and machines I + 1, . . . , n should execute V N F 2 . Machine I may perform both functions. This is done in accordance with the respective capacity requirements for each VNF.
From the comparative advantage generalization, the optimal machine allocations have the simple form
where 0 ≤ θ < 1. Ignoring degeneracy for the moment (i.e. assuming that 0 < θ < 1), the optimal θ must satisfy the first order condition to maximize the utility function:
or
This equation has a solution since the left side decreases with I and the right side increases with I.
If we define two shadow prices
Eq. (20) can be also written as
Note that in the general case it might no longer be easy to sort the machines or functions by comparative advantage, and one has to solve the full optimization problem. The comparative advantage characterization still holds though, regardless of the number of functions and machines, and will be reflected in the solution of the full optimization problem. In the case where full sorting is not possible, for a finite number of machines one can always do pairwise comparisons and achieve the same gains as in the example of two machines. This is similar to well-established techniques used by comparative advantage planners as those described in [6] . Also, in such cases comparative advantage algorithm can be used for reducing the search space or providing initial solutions for the full optimization problem. 
V. COMPARE ILLUSTRATION
In the earlier section we presented an analytical proof of the optimality of COMPARE's comparative advantage based resource allocation approach. We believe that given the proof, further empirical evaluation is not necessary. However, we now use simple examples to illustrate the workings of our approach. Figure 4 illustrates the COMPARE resource allocation mechanism with a simple example of two machines and two VNFs. M achine1 can process 30Kpps of V N F 1 and 40Kpps of V N F 2. Similarly, M achine2 can process only 6Kpps of V N F 1 and 30Kpps of V N F 2. Assuming zero virtual slicing overhead the packet processing capacity for partial allocation of machine resources to a VNF can be represented by joining the two VNF capacity numbers for 100% allocation of the machine. It can be seen from the figure that evenly distributing both the machine resources to the two VNFs can only process total of 53Kpps while comparative advantage based allocation can process total of 60Kpps. It is evident that the comparative advantage based resource allocation achieves higher overall system throughput than one based on absolute advantage based allocation 2 .
Based on our prior work of VNF characterization [2] we have started building VNF characterization Knowledge-base for various VNFs as shown in Figure 2 . We are collecting characterization information for different IDS VNFs such as Snort [10] , and Suricata [11] as well as IMS VNF like Clearwater [9] etc. Preliminary performance characterization of IDS VNFs Snort and Suricata on two different machine configurations shown in Figure 1 exhibit results similar to those of Figure 4 .
We now consider the impact of having virtual slicing over- 2 Please note that optimality of our resource allocation holds irrespective of the absolute performance of VNFs on different machines. Also the absolute benefits of our approach will depend on VNFs and their respective performance on given NFV Infrastructure. heads on our VNF resource allocation mechanism. Figure 5 illustrates one representation of the performance characterization curve for the two VNFs when the virtual slicing overhead is non-zero. Irrespective of how much the virtualization overhead is, it is reasonable to assume that the performance curve with virtualization overhead will be lower than the curve with zero virtualization overhead. It is evident that in this case while virtual slicing overhead can adversely impact the overall system throughput, the comparative advantage allocation still performs better than resource allocation based on absolute advantage based allocation. This follows from the shape of the curves with and without virtualization overhead, which implies that any mixed allocation will be lower in throughput than the comparative advantage one. As we mentioned earlier, such virtual slicing overheads can be captured in the VNF performance Knowledge-base component of the COMPARE architecture.
VI. COMPARE OPERATION
Just like any other VNF resource allocation mechanism, the COMPARE system relies on VNF characterization information that captures the effectiveness of available servers (and feasible configurations) for implementing different VNFs of interest to the operator. VNF performance characterization frameworks like NFV-VITAL [2] can be used to populate the VNF Characterization Knowledge-base shown in our system architecture diagram. It must be noted that system issues such as performance degradation due to virtualization or performance impact of resource sharing are captured appropriately by the VNF Knowledge-base. For a given set of VNFs, available server resources and feasible configurations, the COMPARE resource allocation engine creates a comparative advantage based model by querying VNF Knowledge-base for different b ij values for various feasible configurations.
Once the model is parameterized,the COMPARE resource allocation engine can sort machines such that lower-indexed machines have comparative advantage in performing VNFs with smaller labels and thus provide optimal resource allocation. In the general case, COMPARE can be implemented using various comparative advantage planners such as the one described in [6] . As described earlier the computational complexity of COMPARE allocation only involves opportunity cost computation and ordering machines accordingly.
Though the focus of this paper is on using COMPARE architecture for VNF resource allocation for optimizing overall system throughput, there are several other applications of our mechanism. For instance, comparative advantage based allocation can be used as a heuristic for faster VNF placement approaches for Service Function Chaining (SFC) that consider end-to-end SFC latency [13] . Similarly, the COMPARE approach can be leveraged by operators for performing costbenefit analysis of migrating their current network function deployments to NFV based infrastructure. The innovation in our algorithm is how to compute the allocation that maximizes total system performance with low compute-overhead (compared to solving full optimization formulation or using heuristics that dont guarantee performance maximization).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented our COMPARE architecture that attempts to answer the question of how to initially allocate a given set of VNFs onto a given set of heterogeneous set of servers. It can be combined with other run-time resource allocation adjustments. The COMPARE allocation can also be leveraged for i) as heuristic for faster VNF placement approaches for Service Function Chaining (SFC) that consider end-to-end SFC run-time latency [13] , ii) by operators for performing cost benefit analysis of migrating their current network function deployments to NFV based infrastructure.
We have shown how an approach based on comparative advantage can lead to optimal allocation of VNFs among a set of heterogeneous servers. We did so by describing the basic idea of comparative advantage, a well established principle in trade economics, and showed how it leads to optimal allocation. Furthermore we described the COMPARE architecture which does the actual deployment of our approach. While existing approaches have taken the seemingly obvious course of using absolute advantage to decide on how to deploy VNFs, we showed how comparative advantage is a much better solution, as it computes the opportunity cost of deployments in different platforms. Given the present trend towards virtualization of most network functions, and the fact that they are deployment among servers with different characteristics, it is crucial to decide on optimal allocations The COMPARE approach offers such a solution.
